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Hosted by 

Benalla Auto 

Club 

Contact the Winton Raceway office 

to get your copy now! 

Ph 0357 607100 
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PETER BROCK 
ROAD TO GLORY DVD 

$10 
Call into the Winton office or phone 



Available online now www.amrseries.com.au 



Keith McDonald with the new Winton 

Officials Shuttle bus 



McLaughlin Secures Maiden TA2 Round Win 

at Winton AMRS Opener  

John McLaughlin has secured an overall round win on debut in the PROMAXX 

Performance Exhausts TA2 Muscle Car Series, finishing second and first in today’s 

two races. McLaughlin was second behind a fast-starting Murray Kent in Race 3, 

but powered past Kent early in Race 4 before driving to an unchallenged victory. 

Kent finished second overall ahead of Michael Kulig, with Michael Coulter fourth 

for the weekend despite slipping down the order with a power steering problem in 

Race 4, and Brett Niall completing the top five for the weekend. 

Race 3 was declared early due to a collision between Tim Tritton and Anthony Ten-

kate, while impressive debutant Graham Cheney retired from the final race after 

coming together with Brett Niall in the first corner. 

Stephen Chilby completed a clean sweep of the Thunder Sports Cup with victories 

in all three of today’s races in his OzTruck, including a rapid charge to the front in 

the final race, which featured a reverse-grid format. 

Reigning Champion Mark Tracey was second overall, finishing one spot behind 

Chilby in all three of today’s races despite a time penalty in Race 4 for overlapping 

on the Safety Car restart. The Safety Car was caused when Lotus driver Haydn 

Morrell spun in the first corner due to contact from another competitor. 

Queenslander Sam Collins rounded out the Class A podium, while Damien Hunter 

completed a clean sweep in Class B with more giant-killing performances in his 

Renault Clio. Daniel Van Der Heyden and Josh Dowell completed the Class B top 

three for the round. 



Consistency paid dividends for 

Blake Purdie, who backed up his 

race win yesterday with a trio of top-

three finishes today, to secure his 

first Miniature Race Cars round win 

aboard his Aussie Racing Car. 

The similarly consistent BJ Lemon 

finished second overall in his Future 

Racer. After suffering a broken axle 

yesterday, defending MRC Champi-

on Craig White borrowed a spare 

from Chad Cotton (sitting out today’s races due to engine problems) and was able 

to win today’s three races to finish the weekend third overall. 

There were three different winners from today’s three 2 Litre Sports Sedan races, 

but it was the experienced Steve Howard (Toyota Corolla) who emerged as the 

overall victor. 

One of the other race winners, Craig Lindsell, suffered overheating problems in his 

Mini but still finished second overall ahead of Iain McDougall; the other race win 

went to Luke McPherson in his Ford Escort. 

Josh Dowell (AU Falcon), Mark Sutherland (VT Commodore) and John Hickey (VE 

Commodore) all won races in the Victorian Sedan Series. 

Despite a DNF, Ranald Maclurkin was the overall winner of the Super Class, Suth-

erland took honours in the Sports Class and Falcon driver Mick Pettit was victori-

ous in the Standard Class. 

The AMRS heads to Morgan Park for Round 2 on 3-5 April. 
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Maiden Victory for Holden in Wakefield 300 
 

In an emotional week for the Holden brand, Terry Denovan has achieved a fairy-tale victo-
ry for the Red Lion in the iconic Wakefield 300 endurance race with a mixture of con-
sistency and smart strategy. 
 
Denovan, who was competing in Division B, ran solidly inside the top five in the opening 
stages of the race, but the decisive moment came when he pitted under Safety Car condi-
tions on lap 40. Despite the strategy requiring Denovan to complete a mammoth 97-lap 
run to the finish, VH Commodore had just enough fuel to make it to the chequered flag 
and he scored a commanding 56 second victory over the Todd Herring/Andy Harris Mazda 
MX5. 
 
Herring and Harris led the race for many laps, but were forced to take their final pit stop 
under green flag conditions. They still finished second outright and first in Division A. 
 
Lloyd Godfrey and Josh Buchan completed the outright podium in their Honda Integra, 
despite a penalty for spilling fuel in pit lane, while the Jimmy Tran/Drew Hall Honda Civic 
recovered well for fourth place outright, after losing time early in the race due to a tangle 
with a backmarker. 
 
The Trackschool Honda Integra of Charlie Viola and Ben Hanrahan won Division C with a 
stunning fifth outright, while the Division D win went to the Peugeot 206 GTI of Angus 
Lithgow and Parry Anastakis in seventh place overall, Anastakis recording his 12th Wake-
field 300 finish from 13 starts. 
 
Brayden and Rod Everitt won Division E in their BMW E36, finishing 13th outright after a 
close battle with fellow E36 runners David Bailey/Matt Thewlis. 
 
The weekend also marked the 55th anniversary of Formula Vee racing, and a huge field of 
Formula Vees flocked to the circuit across 1600cc, 1200cc and regularity classes. 
 
Daniel Reynolds took out the first 1600 race, but a mechanical problem for Reynolds in 
Race 2 enabled Michael Kinsella to win Races 2 and 3, resisting stiff opposition from a 
freight-train of cars that included Craig Sparke, Darren Williams and Aaron Pace. 
 
The 1200 battle was equally captivating; Stephen Butcher won Race 1, but fell back 
through the field with a mechanical drama in Race 2, which allowed Tim Brook to take vic-
tory ahead of Nigel Jones and Matt Pearce. Brook also won Race 3, which finished under 
Safety Car conditions due to a crash for Greg Johnston. 
 
Lachlan Ward won all five Legend Car races, but had to work for his victories with a couple 
of races featuring a reverse-grid format. 
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In Saturday’s Legend Car round, it was Kyle Angel who finished second overall ahead of 
Shane Tate, while Brendon Hourigan took the runner-up spot on Sunday ahead of Angel. 
 
Stephen Chilby won all four Stock Car races; reigning champion Brett Mitchell was second 
in the first three races, but James Burge overhauled him in Race 4. 
 
Wakefield 300 statistics 
Pole position: Todd Herring, Mazda MX5 
Pole time: 1:03.2161 
Fastest lap: Benny Tran, Honda Integra – 1:03.7165 
Number of Safety Cars: 1 (6 laps) 
Leaders/laps: Lap 1-39 Todd Herring/Andy Harris, Lap 40-68 Matthew Johnson/Terry John-
son, Lap 69-109 Todd Herring/Andy Harris, Lap 110-137 Terry Denovan 
Number of laps led: Herring/Harris 80, Johnson/Johnson 29, Denovan 28. 
Number of lead changes: 3 
Race winners: Terry Denovan, Holden VH Commodore 
Race time: 2:43:48.4035 
Winning margin: 56.3063 sec 
Cars on lead lap at finish: 2 
Grid position of winner: 4th 
Race result for polesitter: 2nd 
Division winners: 
Division A – Todd Herring/Andy Harris 
Division B – Terry Denovan 
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Apply or renew your licence online and we will 

email you a digital copy so you never have to  

worry about losing your licence again 

 

Every licence (except National) is  

now available as a digital licence 

Www.aasa.com.au 
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Benalla Auto Club proudly presented a donation from 

the proceeds of our Charity Auction at the 2019 Gala 

Dinner of $7,270 to DAD (Drive Against Depression)  

Benalla Auto Club CEO  Chris 

Lewis-Williams presents the 

cheque to Adam Davis Co-

Founder of DAD 

Chris Lewis-Williams, 

Kris Millitz, Michael 

Tabe and Adam Davis. 

Kris and Michael were 

part of the Gala organ-

ising committee for 

2019 
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New Kerbing at Winton 
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Two one-make series, one new, one old, spear-
headed the opening round of the Motorsport Aus-
tralia NSW Motor Racing Championships at  

Wakefield Park on February 29 and March 1. 

 

It was the first round of the NSW Mazda RX8 Cham-
pionship and also round one of the RX8 Cup. Simi-
larly numbers were up for the venerable HQ Hold-
ens and the racing in both was solid. 

 

Also top notch were Improved Production Under 2-
Litre and Sports Sedans while IP Over 2-Litre was a 
canter for one driver. Historic Touring Cars were 
disappointedly down on numbers and the 
Superkarts raced Sunday only. 

 

MAZDA RX8s 

Speedway driver Ryan Gorton is a likely star in the 
making following his circuit racing debut. He quali-
fied fastest, won three of the four races and placed 
third in the other after a poor lift-off dropped him 
to fourth initially. 

 

Two seconds and two thirds earned Matt Butters 
second overall while Justin Barnes was close to a 
top three in two of his three fourths. Together with 
a fifth in the last, he was third overall. 

 

Lachlan O’Hara was second after the start of race 
one but contact from Jake Lougher caused him to 
spin after turn four. O’Hara rebounded to win race 
two but failed to finish the third after a couple of 
off-road excursions. 

 

Longher’s Mazda shutdown in race one, shortly 
after the incident. In race two he came through to 
seventh, improved to second in the next and fin-
ished the round with another runner-up placing. 

 

Race three saw a third of the field fail to go the dis-
tance with the most dramatic incident in involving 
Ben Silvestro and Jackson Noakes at turn eight 
which caused both to expired and deposit copious 
amounts of oil on the track. 

 

HQ HOLDENS 

With two the three races taken out by Brett Os-
borne, the reigning category champion kicked off 
the season with a round win. Yet Chris Molle led 
the most number of laps and won the last race to 
stake a claim for a change of title holder this year. 

 

Osborne will only contest the rounds that don’t 
conflict with his involvement in Aussie Racing Cars, 
and led the first race throughout. Molle challenged 
all the way, and then produced a better start in race 
two to have the lead for seventy percent of the way 
before Osborne’s persistence paid off. 

 

In race three, Molle again was away better, and this 
time struck out to a near three second lead which 
he held to the end. Third went to Jason Molle with 
a pair of thirds and a fourth. He was close to the 
leaders in race one, but a couple of slip-ups from a 
clutch problem took away any chance of challeng-
ing to the leading pair in the others. 

 

The battle to determine fourth in race won went to 
David Proglio over John Baxter, Luke Harrison, Lay-
ton Crambrook and Matt Barker.  Jason Molle was 
in the midst of them in race two where Baxter was 
third ahead of him, Proglio, Harrison and Bark-
er.  Baxter held off Proglio and Harrison for fourth 
in the last. 

 

IMPROVED PRODUTION 

There were three different winners in the Under 2-
Litre ranks where Ryan Jagger won two and Kurt 
Macready and Justin McClintock scored one victory 
each. 

 

Macready (Nissan Silvia) was the quickest man in 
qualifying but had a string of bad starts. In the first 
he temporarily dropped to fourth while Jagger 
(Holden Barina) led. A miscue by the latter allowed 
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Macready to take the win while McClintock (Honda 
Civic) was a close third just in front of Graham 
Bohm (Civic). 

 

Jagger didn’t err in race two as he won ahead of 
Macready and McClintock. Bohm was again fourth, 
close behind and a five-second penalty post-race 
penalty didn’t cost him a place. The four raced to-
gether through race three with Jagger winning 
ahead of McClintock, Macready and Bohm.  

 

In the last Jagger was also a poor starter and 
McClintock was able to hold off Macready for the 
duration. Jagger was some way back in third and 
well ahead of Bohm. 

 

Scott Tutton and his Mitsubishi EVO 3 were in a 
class of their own, taking out the four Over 2-Litre 
races. He beat fellow EVO racers Steven Engel and 
Darren Herbert in race one.  

 

In the next outing Engel retired with an oil pressure 
dilemma. Peter Hennessy (BMW E36 M3-R) finished 
second, astutely avoiding a melee at turn two were 
David Worrell spun his Holden Commodore just 
after he moved to second place.  

 

Right behind Herbert and Andrew McMaster came 
together with the latter’s BMW E30 almost rolling 
when it rode up the side of the Herbert EVO. Hen-
nessy and Herbert filled the minors in both Sunday 
races. 

 

SPORTS SEDANS 

Three race wins were the perfect start for Grant 
Doulman to kick of the state championship quest in 
his Chev-powered Ford Falcon EL ahead of the Chev 
Camaros piloted by Steven Lacey and Birol Cetin. 

 

Doulman was the pole man but lost out to Lacey in 
the first race drag off the line. Lacey led for three 
laps before Doulman passed him at turn two. Cetin 
held third throughout while Brad Shiels (rotary tur-
bo powered Fiat 124) was fourth ahead of Warren 
Millett (Holden Commodore). 

 

Cetin spun at turn two on the opening lap of the 
next race where Doulman led all the way ahead of 
Lacey. Cetin was able to work his way back to third, 
helped when there was safety car to retrieve the 
broken down Mazda/Nissan Turbo of Nick Smith, 
ignition voltage issues for Shiels and a spin by Mil-
lett at turn eight on the final lap. 

 

In the last Doulman was again an all-the-way lead-
er. Lacey had second but was ultimately relegated 
to third by Cetin and finished ahead of Shiels, Mick 
Bullis (Chev Corvette) and Millett. 

 

HISTORIC TOURING CARS 

Group Nc Ford Mustang drivers were first across 
the line on each occasion. David Stone headed Ben 
Wilkinson home in race one with Tony Land (Ford 
Capri) third well ahead of David Gray (Mini Cooper 
S). Jamie Tilley failed to finish in his Group Nb Mus-
tang, suffering brake issues that plagued him over 
the weekend. 

 

Stone had a poor start to race two and ultimately 
finished second to Wilkinson with Land third in 
front of Jason Foley (Ford Falcon XY) and Gray. Wil-
kinson failed to finish race three which went to 
Stone over Land, Tilley and Gray. Just three cars 
started the last where Land notched a win after 
Stone was hit with five-second penalty. Gray was 
third. 

 

SUPERKARTS 

The contest was between the 125cc class karts 
where race one went to Mark Robin (Avoig Elise) 
over Aaron Cooper in a similar kart, with Adam 
Stewart (Anderson Mirage) a close third. Tony Moit 
in the only 250cc machine was a first lap casualty 
when the carby fell off. 

 

Lee Vella (Avoig Elise) spun out at turn eight on lap 
four and was out, but he came back to win the next 
three races, beating Robin in the next before third 
placed Cogger scored a pair of seconds. Moit fin-
ished third in race three but DNF’d the fourth and 
left Robert Trimmer (Stockman) third in that one. 
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AMRS EXPLODES INTO 2020 WITH BLOCKBUSTER BROADCAST PACKAGE 

• National motorsport series confirms free-to-air TV deal 

• Fans, competitors and categories to enjoy extensive exposure package across multiple channels 
Extensive coverage of the Australian Motor Racing Series (AMRS) will be beamed into homes across 
Australia and the world in 2020, thanks to a bonanza free-to-air television and live-stream deal officially 
confirmed today. 

The centrepiece of the new broadcast arrangement is the popular Speedweek program, which will see 
highlights of AMRS rounds televised in the well-known Sunday afternoon timeslot on the SBS HD 
channel. 

Produced by experienced motorsport broadcast provider AVE, Speedweek has a long and distin-
guished history of covering some of Australia’s most prestigious national events and categories. 

In addition to the edited highlights on Speedweek, the AMRS will also continue to be shown via a pro-
fessionally-produced live-stream on the Sunday of each round, through AVE’s Motorsports TV digital 
platforms, while the highlights packages will also be available to watch on FOX Sports 506 and Kayo 
Sports. 

The big winners of the expansive broadcast arrangement will be AMRS fans, who will be treated to a 
high-quality viewing experience that will encompass a range of categories including the TA2 Muscle 
Car Series, GT-1 Australia, Australian Formula 3 Championship, Miniature Race Cars, Production 
Cars Australia Championship, Thunder Sports and the new Australian Rising Stars Series. 

Competitors and categories will also benefit from by far the most generous level of exposure since the 
inception of AMRS in 2018. With an average reach of more than 300,000 viewers per Speedweek epi-
sode, along with live streaming and international exposure through Europe (MotorTrend) and the USA 
(MavTV), the AMRS is expected to reach a cumulative audience well in excess of two million viewers 
this year. 

AMRS Series Manager Matt Baragwanath said the 2020 broadcast deal affirms the series’ position as 
the best value national-level motorsport in the country. 

“This is quite simply an unbeatable bang-for-buck proposition for our competitors, in terms of the op-
portunity to compete at national events with the exposure of free-to-air television,” Mr Baragwanath 
said. 

“AVE has a well-earned reputation for producing professional coverage of motorsport events, and for 
being able to communicate the key storylines of motorsport categories through a combination of on-
track footage and feature interviews. 

“We can’t wait to work with the AVE team and we’re delighted to have secured this deal – it’s a quan-
tum leap forward for the series.” 

AVE Managing Director Greg Sita is looking forward to the new relationship with the series. 

“AVE Pty Ltd is pleased to be part of the AMRS for 2020,” Mr Sita said. 

“We look forward to delivering quality motor racing television for the many race fans around the world, 
via free-to-air TV, pay TV and the internet.” 

The broadcast and commentary team, which will include a couple of familiar voices and faces, will be 
announced ahead of the opening AMRS round at Winton, 28 February-1 March. 
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Professional Instructors Throw Support Behind AASA Driver 
Trainer Licence 
Two established professional circuit driving instructors have thrown their support 
behind one of AASA’s latest products, the Driver Trainer Licence. 

Introduced in late 2019, the AASA Driver Trainer Licence covers instructors for 
public and participant liability, as well as professional indemnity, when they are 
working at approved venues or racing circuits. 

The product is the first of its type on the market, and according to experienced 
racing driver and renowned professional instructor Barton Mawer, it has already been well-received 
within the industry. 

“The AASA Driver Trainer Licence is the exact product I’ve been looking for – it’s affordable, and has-
sle-free,” Mawer said. 

“Typically, driving instructors do all different sorts of work, including corporate drive days, training on 
behalf of manufacturers or race driver education, and we’re often asked what sort of cover we have in 
terms of public liability or professional indemnity. The AASA product is perfect, because it offers multi-
ple levels of cover. 

“It gives us peace of mind that we’re protected if something goes wrong, but it also provides a level of 
credibility within the industry – the AASA have certain standards that must be met before they’ll issue a 
licence.” 

Josh Buchan, another driver trainer, also recognises the benefits of the AASA Driver Trainer Licence. 

“Being a driver trainer for activities on race circuits exposes us to a level of risk, particularly when we’re 
sitting in the passenger’s seat, next to someone with limited experience on a circuit,” Buchan said. 

“Incidents involving instructors are not unheard of, as we saw with Sean Edwards (who was tragically 
killed in a crash in 2013). 

“The AASA licence provides a level of security not just for the driver trainer, but for the person actually 
driving the car to know they are also protected if something goes wrong. 

“From an employer’s perspective, it’s attractive and beneficial for them if we can bring our own insur-
ance cover to the table.” 

Buchan said the AASA Driver Trainer Licence has already received widespread approval from the wid-
er motorsport community. 

“Considering the affordability and the benefits of this licence, more and more instructors will purchase 
it, and I think it will soon become recognised as a standard within the industry,” he said. 

To be eligible for a AASA Driver Trainer Licence, applicants must be able to demonstrate current driver 
training experience with references from employers, and must also hold a national-level competition 
licence. Driver trainers with Certificate IV driver training qualifications can obtain a Gold Licence, which 
is available at a discounted rate. 

Interested driver trainers can apply for a AASA Driver Trainer Li-

cence via the AASA website. 

https://aasa.com.au/licences/drivers-training-licence-application/
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Wakefield Park 

Debris Fence 

Benalla Auto Club Social Drive Day Saturday March 14, 2020 

Meet at Winton Raceway 12pm for 12:15 departure 

Call Rob Hoskins 0412 508 258 
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